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Chapter Five – Dede Ağa and the two sultans 
 

 

 

The news that sultan Osman II was killed during a Janissary rebellion came as a shock both 

in the Christian world and in the Ottoman Empire. Several Ottomans left first-hand accounts 

of what had transpired in Istanbul in the turbulent days of May 1622. The news of the 

upheaval in the capital also shook the Ottoman province. Bosnian dervish Dede Ağa was not 

present in Istanbul at the time of the rebellion, but still felt the need to eternalize this story 

and pass it down to posterity. He therefore dedicated a long digression in his autobiography 

to the news he had received from Istanbul.
341

 This part of his rhymed History bears the 

subtitle The Cause of Polish War and the Occasion of Osman’s Death (Uzrok vojevanja na 

Poljsku i povod Osmanove pogibije). It is around five hundred lines long, and dates from the 

summer of 1622.
342

  

 

 

 

Illustration 12 –Pages from Dede Ağa’s manuscript, Gazi Husrev-beg Library, Sarajevo 

 

                                                           

341
 Dede Ağa’s manuscript (R-9724, folios 10a – 27b) is described in the catalogue of the Gazi Husrev-beg 

Library in Sarajevo, where it is kept. It contains 27 sheets but some parts are missing. Dimensions are 20x 14, 5 

cm. Dede used the Arabic script in 15 lines, in the Ottoman Turkish language. The text is written in the mesnevi 

rhyme, typically used in long, narrative poems.  
342

 Dede mentions that Hussein Pasha Mere is the Grand Vizier at the moment he is writing. Mere’s first term 

was between June and August 1622. 
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Just like the Christian authors, Dede reflects on the nature of the rebellion in his 

chronicle about Osman’s fall. In doing so, he evokes the commonplaces about the good and 

bad rule that were present in Ottoman political thinking. Although the Ottomans seldom 

criticized a ruling monarch, recent studies have indicated that in the seventeenth-century 

Ottoman society there was also a fairly developed discourse of resistance to the sultanic 

absolutism.
343

 Such a discourse would usually surface in times of revolts and constitutional 

crises, such as the crisis of 1622.
344

 Two studies have investigated the articulation of 

arguments in favour of a deposition of Osman II. Gabriel Piterberg (2003), examining the 

works of five seventeenth-century Ottoman bureaucrat-chroniclers (Tuği Çelebi, 

Hasanbeyzade, Ibrahim Peçevi, Kâtip Çelebi and Mustafa Naima), has illustrated that in the 

seventeenth century two main argumentative lines have emerged in official history writing 

about Osman’s death.
345

 The first line consisted of the apologetic texts written from the 

perspective of the soldiers in defence of their standpoint. The second line comprised the texts 

written from the court perspective, defending Osman. When it comes to the ‘official’ 

Ottoman historiography, the soldiers’ version won this struggle. Baki Tezcan in his 

dissertation (2001) has examined the origins of the 1622 crisis. Comparing the various 

versions of the influential manuscript by the Janissary Tuği, Tezcan has also pointed to 

crystallization of pro-rebels rhetoric out of the initially ambiguous argumentation.
346

 Dede 

Ağa’s text is one more contemporary source critical of Osman’s rule and sympathetic to the 

Janissary cause. While in the case of Tuği the articulation of the pro-rebels rhetoric happened 

gradually over time, it is interesting to note that Dede expressed similar views already in the 

months following the rebellion.  

There are two ways in which we can read Dede’s text about Osman II: as a statement 

of allegiance to the new sultan, Mustafa, or as his participation in the local public debate in 

the Bosnian Muslim elite concerning the crisis of 1622. By the time Dede was writing his 

text, in the summer of 1622, Osman was already dead and Mustafa the new sultan. Such a 

shift on the throne would in the Ottoman context be interpreted as an outcome of a divine 

intervention. Worldly causality and predestination/divine causation form a complex concept 

                                                           

343
 Baki Tezcan, ‘Lost in Historiography: An essay on the reasons for the absence of a history of limited 

government in the early modern Ottoman Empire’, in Middle Eastern Studies 45 (2009), 477-505. 
344

 Annemarieke Stremmelaar, Justice and Revenge in the Ottoman Rebellion of 1703, (Leiden: PrintPartners 

Ipskamp, 2007), passim. 
345

 Piterberg, An Ottoman Tragedy. 
346

 Tezcan, Searching for Osman, 268-300. 
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in Ottoman theological-philosophical thought.
347

 Ottomans considered every ruling sultan 

legitimate, since his rule in itself was a sign of divine support. A sultan who was no longer in 

power was deemed abandoned by God, and the forces that brought him down were believed 

to have done so because that was the God’s will. Dede’s criticism of Osman and praise of 

Mustafa can be interpreted in this light. Nevertheless, in this chapter I would like to suggest 

an alternative reading of Dede’s text. Just as was the case in the West, political argumentation 

in this text stands in relation to the image formation about different power groups in society. 

These groups were associated with certain ethnicities. In Dede’s case, however, this 

stereotyping did not pertain to Christian/Muslim opposition (as Dede conventionally left little 

comment on the Christian-Ottoman power balance), but to mutual prejudice between 

different groups in the Ottoman Empire. In this context, Dede’s text can be read from the 

perspective of the self-positioning of a particular group, the Bosnian Muslims, within the 

Ottoman society. 

 

The padishah is dead…   

What is his purpose, to enlist a new army? 

Is that the padishah’s justice and conscience?
348

 

 

In his account about the uprising of 1622, Dede produces a rather sharp criticism of Osman 

and his rule. According to Dede, Osman is a young, incompetent ruler, misled by poor 

advisors. His political decisions are wrong, and he has no respect for the law and tradition. 

Ultimately, all these arguments add up to the representation of Osman’s injustice. To argue 

these standpoints, Dede used the topoi that figure in traditional Ottoman politico-

philosophical literature, for instance in the advice literature for the rulers (nasihat-name).  

The authors of the nasihat-names generally warn against the arrogance of a king. 

Hasan Kâfi Prušćak (Akhisari), for instance, states in his book of counsel for sultan Mehmed 

III that one out of four general causes for a downfall of a state is the neglect of counselling, 

exchange of thought and planning, because the rulers are arrogant and avoid the learned and 

                                                           

347
 Ergene, ‘On Ottoman Justice’, 52-87.  

348
 ‘Šta mu je svrha, pa da popisuje novu vojsku? 

Zar je to padišahova pravda i savjest?’ Dede Ağa, Historija, vss. 660-661. 
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the wise.
349

 Dede representes Osman II as guilty on this charge, his flaws becoming evident 

during the Polish war of the year before (1620-1621). This campaign was, according to Dede, 

a whim of the young sultan. The whole enterprise proved to be a great military and strategic 

disaster, due to Osman’s poor governance and his unsuitable personality. For the sake of the 

campaign, Osman made a mistake of imposing hard taxation on his people. According to 

Kâfi, a just ruler would not put such burden on unwilling subjects. To the contrary, he would 

protect his people against unjust taxation (zulüm).
350

 Dede also states that Osman did not 

know how to fight, and took no advice from those who did [vss. 507-508]. He was 

uninformed about the infidel [Polish] king and did not know which other infidel kings aided 

him [vss. 514-515]. He also had no good advisors who could steer him into better policies, 

and no experienced vizier. Those advisors he had, he did not listen to, and he underestimated 

their warnings that the campaign was a hard one, that it was difficult to manoeuvre the army 

in Polish country, that there was a lack of pastures, meat or bread, and that it was hard to 

transport military supplies to a country more than forty nights away [vs. 488]. In Dede’s 

account Osman proves his arrogance by ignoring his counsellors and by ordering the army to 

mobilize. Once on the battlefield, the circumstances were exactly as the viziers had predicted: 

the army was struggling with bad terrain, bad weather and lack of food and pastures. 

According to Dede, the Ottoman forces were so impotent that the Tartar king coming to assist 

them saved them from perishing. When the progress of the campaign was put on hold as the 

army was standing still in front of the enemy for thirty-eight days at Khotyn, Dede states that 

under such conditions soldiers did not want to fight: 

Janissaries did not want to fight 

Since they got no bread or gift from the Emperor.  

The army was stirred because of the food shortage.  

It stood still in front of the enemy for thirty-eight days.  

Many fed their horses with leaves.
351

  

 

                                                           

349
 Hasan Kafi Prusćak, Temelji mudrosti o uredjenju sveta, Usul al –hikam fi nizam al-alam, (Sarajevo: 1919). 

See also Amir Ljubović, Pruščakova interpretacija uredjenja države, (Sarajevo: Treći program radio Sarajeva, 

1979). 
350

 Ergene, ‘On Ottoman Justice’, 59. 
351

 ‘Janičari se nisu htjeli boriti 

ne dobivši dara i hljeba od cara. 

Zbog oskudice hrane vojska je bila uznemirena. 

Stajala je pred neprijateljem trideset i osam dana. 

Mnogi je hranio konje lišćem (s drveća).’ Dede Ağa, Historija, vss. 526-530. 
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Ottoman chroniclers also report that Osman started harassing his army in Poland. According 

to the testimony of Janissary Tuği, some soldiers received the promised financial reward 

(bahşiş) during the campaign, and some did not.
352

 The idea that the sultan distributed 

payments at random created discord within his army. Historian Peçevi (who took part in this 

campaign) mentions that Osman ordered exceptional control of the soldiers present on the 

battlefield with the purpose of ‘breaking the hearts of the Janissaries’.
353

 Dede also presents a 

picture of grave internal discord on the frontline, which stands in sharp contrast to the 

stereotypical Westerners’ image of the discipline, cleanliness and sobriety of the Ottoman 

army. In Dede’s description, physical and mental stress and exhaustion overruled the soldiers, 

in combination with dire straits and the lack of respect and pay from the Emperor. Dede 

states that the Ottoman army morale was so low that the ‘bey and the Sipahi would 

sometimes fight each other like rams in a square’ (‘bezi i spahije se pokatkad među sobom 

kao ovnovi na trgu tukli’, vss. 524-525). According to Dede, the sultan’s incompetence was 

to be blamed for mutual skirmishes. Dede reiterates similar accusations against Osman to 

explain why many soldiers refused to risk their lives any further.  

Although the Emperor’s camp was great, 

Neither Janissary nor Sipahi wanted to fight, 

There were no rewards or promotions 

And the subjects did not receive what they were entitled to.
354

  

 

The Janissaries’ refusal to fight for their sultan is the key argument for Osman’s intended 

dissolution of their corps. Presenting this behaviour as expected and justifiable under the 

circumstances is therefore an important strategy in Dede’s verse. He does not strive to present 

the army’s behaviour as a model of heroism; instead he offeres an explanation why their 

slack performance should not be condemned. His argument to justify the Janissaries’ 

defection is that they were acting in self-defence against the young sultan’s arrogance. In this 

Dede does not follow Kâfi’s thinking, who, in the part of his essay called ‘the fourth 

foundation of the state’, mentiones the soldiers’ determination to fight for the lord, and not 

for material gain, their discipline and avoidance of dissent and hatred as the essential pre-

                                                           

352
 Piterberg, An Ottoman Tragedy, 22. 

353
 Pečevi, Historija, 319. 

354
 ‘Mada je bio velik carev tabor, 

ne htedoše se boriti ni janičari ni spahije, 

ne bješe nagrada ni unapređenja 

i podređenima se ne davaše ono što im pripada.’ Dede Ağa, Historija, vss. 516-519. 
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conditions for victory and the well-being of the state.
355

 Dede’s perspective on the 1622 

uprising primarily serves to undercut the validity of the chief counter-argument: that the 

soldiers disobeyed royal orders, and did not fulfill their duty in Poland. From the perspective 

of the army, it was essential to legitimize the rebellion by building up the case of Osman’s 

incompetence.  

In the Osmans by the Christian authors, the Polish war often serves as a topos of the 

clash of religions. For Dede Ağa it is the topos of the clash between Osman and the 

Janissaries. Poland was only a beginning of the conflict. According to Dede, Osman proved 

his unworthiness of the Ottoman throne in the period that followed. As the battle of Khotyn 

remained undecided, the enemies had no better solution than to sign a peace treaty. Osman 

returned to Istanbul angry, frustrated, humiliated and revengeful. The tension between him 

and his army deepened: 

He and his Janissaries went to Istanbul. 

Now listen what the sultan did with his army: 

He did not greet his soldiers, 

Nor did he comfort his men with pleasant words.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

He got angry at his Janissaries 

And became eager for revenge, 

because they did not give their best in war, 

And the enemy was left on the field unbeaten. 

That is why he wanted to destroy his army. 

‘I will enlist new soldiers’, he would say. 

His passions overpowered his reason.
356

 

 

The alleged recruitment of a new, Anatolian army to replace the Janissary corps is the key 

motive in Dede’s narrative. Interestingly, Dede also qualifies it as an irrational act, just like 

the Western poets do. Anatolian recruitment stands in the background of all the other 

accusations against Osman, and Dede comes back to it on several occasions in the text [vss. 

581-586, vss. 592-596, vs. 673, vss. 903-905]. He even states that Osman issued a firman 

                                                           

355
 Kâfi Prušćak, Temelji mudrosti, 14-15. 

356
 ‘On sa svojim janičarima ode u Carigrad. 

A sada slušaj šta sultan uradi s vojskom: 

Vojsku svoju ne pozdravljaše, 

niti je lijepim govorom svakoga tješio. 

On se razbjesni na janičare svoje 

i uhvatio ga bijes za osvetom,  

zašto se u ratu nisu više potrudili 

pa neprijatelj osta na bojištu nesavladan. 

Stoga htede da svoju vojsku uništi. 

‘Nanovo ću popisati novu vojsku’ – tako je govorio. 

Strast mu je nadvladala pamet.’  Dede Ağa, Historija, vss. 572-581. 
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ordering this conscription, and that at the time of rebellion the eastern troops were already on 

their way to Istanbul.  Historically, there is no evidence the troops were indeed on their way. 

Furthermore, there is no document testifying that Osman wanted to recruit a new army in the 

East. The assumption is greatly based upon rumour and speculation.
357

 As there was no hard 

evidence of the sultan’s intentions, Dede was probably reproducing the rumours circulating in 

his environment.  

The crucial confirmation of the Janissaries’ suspicions and an indication that Osman 

seriously considered his ‘eastern plan’ came with his sudden and untraditional announcement 

that he would perform a pilgrimage to Mecca, the Hajj. Ottoman sultans at this point in 

history never personally undertook the pilgrimage, and it was atypical that they would leave 

Istanbul for reasons other than hunting in Edirne. Besides, a journey to Mecca was considered 

distant and perilous, and a sultan’s life was too precious to risk in this way. The 

announcement therefore met lots of scepticism. Many took the alleged pilgrimage to be a 

cover-up for the sultan’s real intentions. Rumours went that he actually wanted to move the 

capital to one of the eastern cities. Dede writes: 

His intention was to go to the Kaaba, 

Taking all the royal treasure. 

The capital he would move to Egypt or Damascus, 

He spread the word around people. 

‘I will drive out my old army 

And all their insignia I will burn.’ 

Intrigue was his firm intention.
358

  

 

The sincerity of Osman’s pilgrimage to the Kaaba was brought in question since the sultan 

intended to take all royal treasures with him. It was more likely that treasures were being 

transferred to the new capital, whichever city that was. The Hajj was therefore likely a lie. 

The Janissaries were convinced of Osman’s intentions to recruit a new army in the east and to 

move the capital. Still, there was no palpable indication that these intentions were being acted 

upon, at least not until 18 May 1622. On this day the sultan ordered a transfer of state 

treasures and royal pavilions to the Anatolian side of the city, Üsküdar. Army officers and the 

                                                           

357
 Tezcan, Searching for Osman, 204. 

358
 ‘Bijaše nakanio da podje u Ćabu, 

pokupivši svu carsku blagajnu.  

Prijestolnicu je želio premjestiti u Egipat ili Damask – 

dade da se o tome pronese glas u narod. 

‘Rastjerat ću svoju staru vojsku (janičare) 

i sve ću im isprave na ognju spržiti’. 

Smutnja mu bijaše čvrsta nakana.’ Dede Ağa, Historija, vss. 590-596. 
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people of Istanbul were watching Ottoman imperial insignia and material heritage being 

loaded on the galleys that would take it to Asia. According to Dede, they understood that 

Osman had started implementing his revolution: 

Not caring about his throne, 

Both gold and silver, wherever he would find it, 

And all treasures he took, 

And further he laid his hand 

On the headstone of his father’s grave. 

He filled chests and baskets, 

All the valuables he took. 

Finally he laid his hand 

on the golden chandeliers in his father’s mosque. 

Finishing preparations for his trip 

He ordered his train to cross to Üsküdar. 

‘Tomorrow as I bow for Friday prayer 

And address a thanking and a prayer to God, 

I will not linger, but cross and start my journey’.  

He ordered no rest in Üsküdar. 
359

 

  

Osman’s departure for the Asian side, and in particular the way it was executed, was more 

than a confirmation of his disruptive plans. Most available sources underline that he took the 

Empire’s valuables with him: jewels, bullion, state treasury, and royal insignia. While the 

Western sources stress the financial value of what he had gathered, Dede presents these 

actions rather as a confirmation of his irreverence both for to the present Ottoman state, and 

to its heritage. Osman’s confiscation of valuables is not merely a financial blow to the capital. 

It is also indicative of him not heeding public opinion or general codes of behaviour, which in 

Dede’s eyes indicates ‘not caring about his throne’. In his verse, the sultan takes the treasures 

from two sacred places that were symbols of the Ottoman dynasty: the Sultan Ahmed 

                                                           

359
 ‘Ne vodeći napokon računa o svome prijestolu, 

zlato i srebro, gde god je nasao, 

i sve dragocijenosti uze i digne, 

pa šta više i na čelenku na uzglavlju očeva nišana, 

ruke je svoje pružio. 

Napuni škrinje i korpe, 

Vrijedne dragocijenosti sve uze i diže. 

I napokon  je ruku digao 

na zlatne kandilje u očevoj džamiji. 

Svršivši sve putne pripreme 

naredi da mu carska pratnja pređe u Uskudar. 

“Sutra kada klanjam džumu namaz 

i uputim Bogu zahvalu i molitvu, 

ne zadržavajući se nimalo, odmah prelazim i idem”.  

Nije odredio zadržavanje ni u Uskudaru.’ Dede Ağa, Historija, vss 597-611.  
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Mosque (the Blue Mosque),
360

 and the headstone of his father’s grave (close to the 

mosque).
361

 In this way, Dede accuses Osman not only of arrogance towards tradition and the 

common ancestry epitomized in material goods, but also towards his own roots, his father, a 

beloved Ottoman ruler and benefactor, and the state in general.
362

  

Osman had, according to Dede, other personal flaws. He was deaf to the needs of his 

people and lacks the quality of generosity (hüsn-ü mükafât), which next to benevolence 

(şefkat), fidelity (vefa), and piety (sadakat), traditionally featured as inherent personal qualities 

of a good Muslim and an ideal king:
363

  

His old soldiers he did not protect, 

And those with complaints he did not receive,  

Nor did he monitor the powerful ones. 

There was not a bit of justness in him, 

And he made many enemies. 

He was very prone to avarice, 

And when a beggar would come, 

He would give him nothing.
364

  

 

Dede’s strategy was to present the young sultan as a negative character, in support of his 

contention that Osman’s Eastern plans are bad for the Ottoman state. In his text Osman is 

conniving and deceitful, but above all dangerous for the old establishment epitomized in the 

imperial army. Dede supports the standpoints of the army. However, in his version of the 

story the military coup of 1622 and the events that followed are not triggered by any (or the 

sum of) Osman’s wrongdoings towards the Janissaries, but by his irreverence for the law, the 

kanun, represented by another influential group in Ottoman society: the ulema. 

The ulema stood at the core of the Ottoman state. They were a class of highly 

educated Sharia
365

 interpreters - scholars, judges, and mosque personnel, who enjoyed high 

                                                           

360
 Famous edifice built during the rule of Osman’s father, Sultan Ahmed I, who was generally a popular ruler. 

361
 In Ottoman culture it was taboo to walk or sit on a grave, let alone to open it in order to retrieve the valuables 

placed there as burial offers. Geofrey Goodwin, ‘Gardens of the Dead in Ottoman Times’, in Muqarnas, vol 5 

(1988), 62. 
362

 Osman’s resting place is in the same royal tomb as his father’s. For an impression see 

http://www.3dmekanlar.com/tr/sultan-i-ahmed-turbesi.html. 
363

 Ergene, ‘Ottoman Justice’, 58. 
364

 ‘Stare svoje borce nije uzimao u zaštitu, 

A one koji su imali pritužbu nije nikako saslušavao, 

niti je nadzirao silnike. 

U njega ne biješe ni trunke pravednosti, 

pa je mnoge ljude stvorio sebi neprijateljem. 

Bio je mnogo sklon škrtosti, 

i kad bi prosjak došao, ne bi dobio dara.’ Dede Ağa, Historija, vss. 583-589. 
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social esteem and political power as enforcers of the law and as propagators of the rites of 

tradition. Their fatwas gave the legislative power to the laws (kanun) passed by the sultan. 

For Dede, the ulema become the crucial arbiter that Osman was transgressing his royal 

prerogative. In his text, when it became apparent that the sultan insists on his intention and 

that he started the preparations, a council is summoned where ‘the learned’ (ulema) advise 

Osman against this undertaking. Their verdict is that this undertaking is not in accordance 

with the old laws, implying that the Asian crossover would also violate the divine principle of 

justice. The sultan’s venture was seen as an act of self-will. 

All the learned came to the sultan and said: 

‘It is not allowed that you take this voyage. 

Your ancestors have passed no law 

With which your intentions would comply’. 

They passed their decision to the Emperor: ‘Do not go!’
366

 

 

However, Osman is unmoved by this decree and scornfully tears the fatwa into pieces [vs. 

631]. According to Dede, when the army leaders learn about this, the people of Istanbul rise 

in arms.           

 Dede thus suggestes that there was a link between the army and the men-of-law in the 

1622 conflict, and that these two groups joined forces in opposing the sultan’s obstinacy. 

Since appealing to the law was perceived as a legitimate way to criticize the ruler, it was 

common that in various Ottoman rebellions the rebels would strive to obtain a judicial 

endorsement from the ulema for their actions.
367

 In practice, the senior ulema members, 

usually the Şeyhülislâm, were if needed also the arbiters of a particular ruler’s compliance 

with the law. A fatwa issued by a high-ranking ulema member could not be ignored, not even 

by the sultan.
368

 Tearing apart a fatwa therefore reinforced Dede’s main claim of Osman’s 

lack of piety and respect of law. This symbolic act also sealed Dede’s claim against Osman, 

and completed the image of his unworthiness to be a sultan. In sum, with all the other 

arguments that Dede present concerning the sultan’s unpopular policies and traits, it signifies 

that Osman lacked the crucial merit of a good ruler - justice. Dede incorporates this 

                                                                                                                                                                                     

365
 Islamic law, a mixture of Qur’an texts, hadith (the Prophet’s sayings) and fatwas. 

366
 ‘Sada pristupiše sultanu svi učenjaci (rekavši): 

“Nije dozvoljeno da ti odlaziš na taj put. 

Nije izašao nikakav zakon od tvojih predja  

s kojim bi se tvoje namjere slagale.” 

(Za to) dostave caru deciziju: “Ne idi!”’  Dede Ağa, Historija, vss. 626-630. 
367
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commonplace in his presentation of Osman’s end. According to him, Osman wronged justice 

during the Polish war, and the subsequent events are God’s punishment for his mistakes: 

There is no happiness if the sovereign does injustice, 

And on this voyage [to Poland] many injustices were done, 

God is not satisfied if there is injustice done. 

The punishment for injustice is a short life: 

He neither had luck, nor life, 

All that he left to the world was his empty name.
369

 

 

Justice (adalet) is a concept in the history of political ideas that featured prominently on the 

numerous occasions of opposition to central authority throughout Ottoman history. In 

general, according to the Islamic politico-theological literature, the ruler needed to be obeyed, 

whether he was deemed just or oppressive.
370

 However, rebellions became more and more 

frequent in the course of the seventeenth and the eighteenth centuries, and they often included 

(requests for) dethronement of a sultan and his replacement by another member of the 

Ottoman dynasty. Since the legality of such action was questionable on account of the 

possible accusations of spreading dissent (fesad, fitne),
371

 the rebels, as we have seen, strove 

to legitimize their claims against the ruler and to procure a validation from the ulema. The 

rhetoric the rebels used was typically woven around allegations of the ruler’s transgression of 

justice, as prescribed by the Divine Law. The request for the sultan’s justice implicitly meant 

a contract between the ruler and the subjects with the purpose of protecting of mutual rights, 

like in the already mentioned Kınalızade’s Circle of Equity.
372

 If the ruler chose to violate 

this contract, this violation would be presented as injustice. A sultan’s justice or injustice 

could thus become manifest in several domains, ranging from his personal character and his 

treatment of his subjects, to his adherence to the concept of the righteously ordered society 

(nizam-i âlem, ‘the order of the world’), or his attitude towards the law. This type of 

discourse is easily spotted in Dede’s writing. The sum of Osman’s flaws, his bad character, 

his political incompetence and his irreverence for the state and the law prove for Dede the 
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case of the sultan’s injustice. Osman’s injustice indirectly diverts the attention from the 

Janissaries’ responsibility in the whole crisis and their morally dubious actions. Dede fails to 

mention some discrediting moves on the part of the rebels, for instance the humiliation of the 

captive Osman, whom they dragged through the city on a horse. Nor does he tell of the 

storming of the Palace, other than briefly stating that the rebels ‘came to the Saray and 

opened the doors’ [vs. 691].  

Dede’s version of the story does not reflect the probable difference of Ottomans’ 

opinion when it came to the validity of the rebels’ actions. There were also those who 

presented a favourable view of Osman, disapproved of the rebellion and criticized Mustafa.
373

 

Another indication that the Ottoman contemporaries experienced this whole episode of 

history as tricky comes from Dede’s compatriot Varvari Ali Pasha, a capable man who 

notoriously managed to keep high offices ‘under the rule of seven sultans’.
374

 Varvari, who 

strove to stay on good terms with all the ruling establishments rapidly succeeding one 

another, left a conspicuous silence in his autobiography about the period around the 

deposition of Osman II in 1622. Instead, he only briefly mentioned Osman’s Polish campaign 

and the regicide that ensued in his autobiography, despite the fact that he played a 

considerable role in these events. In contrast, Dede, who was far from the epicentre of the 

crisis, defended the rebels’ cause already in the summer of 1622, when he was writing his 

account. Rather than the climate in the capital, Dede’s text more likely reflects the 

standpoints of his own Bosnian milieu, a milieu with close ties to the Janissary corps. 

 

… long live the padishah! 

Dede Ağa’s chronicle is negative about the deceased Osman. The nature of the poet’s attitude 

is nevertheless difficult to explain, as the conventional praise of the ruling sultan stood in the 

way of an expression of personal political views.
375

 Dede was able to censure Osman so 

straightforwardly only if he glorified Mustafa accordingly. In his text, he represents Mustafa 

as the incarnation of the stereotype of an ideal ruler, as a pious and a modest Muslim who 
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firmly guards his subjects against oppression and injustice.
376

 His praise of Mustafa is at odds 

with the public opinion of Mustafa as a mentally unstable ruler. His violent second 

succession was an outcome of circumstances, and was not very trust-inspiring since he had 

already shown his lack of sanity during his first reign. Dede was probably aware of this. 

However, in the time he was writing, Mustafa was his padishah, and the image he paints of 

this ruler served the purpose of enforcing the stand that the rebellion was just and 

praiseworthy. This image stands in full contrast with that of Osman. Dede presents Osman as 

epitome of injustice, and Mustafa as the epitome of sultanic justice.  

In Dede’s text the description of Mustafa is supposed to arouse admiration. Having 

spent many years in isolation and imprisonment, the sultan developed a saintly appearance. 

When the rebels break into the Saray and, failing to find Osman, release Mustafa, they are 

shocked to see in what inhuman conditions the king has been spending his days: 

A piece of dark bread was what sultan was eating, harder than a rock,  

And on a bone a piece of mouldy meat. 

He tied at his back also the rough mat 

That served to him as bed. 

There was also a white belt 

Dirty, mouldy, very old, of many years. 

On the head the king’s black hair was drooping, his beard was long, 

But black, as if it were dyed.
377

 

 

A life bereft of worldly comfort elevated Sultan Mustafa’s spirit and made him a martyr. 

Despite the physical strains, he gained spiritual strength in his imprisonment. Upon his 

release people are moved and bewildered by the loftiness of his person, and according to 

Dede’s description, they welcome the new sultan in an emotional outburst:   

He was so pale! Everyone who saw him, said: 

“This is a second Joseph, taken out of the ground, 

Eyes and eyebrows jet-black, face pale, 

The shine of the face in all its clarity”.  

Coming out of the dark place this king 

Seemed like a moon in the canopy. 
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Those who saw him were very surprised. 

Nobody was strong enough not to cry. 

Some cry, and some raise their hands in prayer, 

And some throw their turbans in the air. 

The sky was full of cries and noise. 

The voice of gratitude came from all four sides: 

Some free their prisoners out of joy, 

Some out of joy distribute silver and gold.
378

 

 

Dede is eager to show that people generally love Mustafa, while they did not love Osman. 

Just like in the West, reputation was very important in politics. It was a voucher of the 

sultan’s qualities, and served as the confirmation that the replacement of Osman was 

welcome and generally admired. In this way Dede uses a construed image of Istanbul public 

opinion in support of his stand that the deposition of Osman was legitimate and favourable 

for Ottoman society.  

Dede also describes Mustafa’s piety. When the rebels bring the new sultan and his 

train to the safety of a mosque (Orta Cami), he spends the whole night there in prayer:  

And inside the mosque prayed the great shah. 

They say that he never fell asleep 

For a while he would bow the night prayers,  

And for a while prayed on his feet 

In this mosque.
379

 

 

In Dede’s representation Sultan Mustafa fulfills his fatherly role, talking to his soldiers in a 

calm tone. As the rebels at some point realize that Osman is still at large, they feare that he 
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could escape to the Asian side of the city. There he would find protection and support 

amongst the local lords, and come back to Istanbul for revenge. This implied the possibility 

of an outbreak of a civil war: 

There will be great insecurity and blood will flow. 

Either we, or they will win.
380

  

 

Mustafa dissuades the soldiers from panic and advises them to go to sleep calmly and come 

back at dawn. Despite his physical frailty, Mustafa is described as a calm and wise shepherd 

of his flock who comforted his soldiers and took them under his protection. His conduct and 

attitude fits the traditional image of a good ruler: he is mild, patient, trustworthy, and not 

quickly judgmental.
381

 Moreover, Mustafa saves Osman from his own soldiers in Orta Cami. 

Above all, the good king communicates with his soldiers, which for Dede seems to be one of 

major points of difference between him and Osman.  

Finally, the full contrast between the two sultans comes into light when Osman is 

caught and brought to Orta Cami. Ironically ending up in the same room, the uncle and the 

nephew can now talk and confront each other. In Dede’s account this is the moment when 

Mustafa exposes the ideas about good rule to the young Osman. Underlying injustice yet 

again as the key argument for Osman’s downfall, Dede projects his own standpoints onto 

Mustafa, and lets the new king voice these standpoints addressing the old one:  

 

Mustafa Khan said to Sultan Osman: 

‘Strange things are happening nowadays: 

You turned the laws of the Ottoman house upside down 

You brought new laws and changes. 

(…) 

Why didn’t you continue down the road
382

 of your forefathers? 

You insulted the army with your words. 

A kingdom is kept up by the force of its army. 

That is the way that proved to be right since the beginning of the world. 

Justice makes the rule strong,  

It was by justice that this kingdom became strong.’
383
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Hasan Kâfi in his introduction to Nizam ul-alem warns that for as long as the ruler complies 

with the old laws ‘the state advances in order, men’s deserts advance in law, and the 

government advances in power’. However, when a monarch stops respecting those good 

institutions and ‘protecting the chosen path’, from all sides there will be disorder in the state 

and weakness in rule, up to the point of the government being overthrown.
384

 Kâfi’s words 

echo in Dede’s verse. Osman stopped ‘protecting the chosen path’, and wanted to take a new 

one. Scholars and priests in Dede’s poem insist that all humans have to obey the divine law 

and that a sultan’s actions had to comply with the tradition and the law (kanun). The beaten 

path prescribed by the law was a certain way to prosperity, as the history of Ottoman success 

had shown. The evocation of the historical dimension and the authority of law serve to 

enforce the point of Osman’s error, manifesting itself in his denunciation of the existing 

system. Disturbance of this existing order needed to be sanctioned in order to shield the 

Empire from insecurity. In 1622, when Dede was writing his account, it was evident that the 

Empire was facing challenges with shifting and divided loyalties. Osman was planning a 

revolution. For the Janissaries and other members of the elite the future of the Ottoman state 

‘as they knew it’ was at stake.
385

  

 

The old elite  

And the opposite shore is inclined to him. 

God knows what will befall us then.
386

 

 

That Dede was able to criticize Osman only after the young sultan’s death leaves the question 

open to what extent he disapproved of Osman during his reign. Dede’s presentation of the 

1622 crisis could be his attempt to ascertain his compliance with the providential choice of 

the winning side in the conflict. Nevertheless, it could also be an outcome of the genuine 
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disapproval of Osman’s policies in the social milieu for which he was writing his poem. 

Dede’s autobiographical writing in the first part of his manuscript provides some arguments 

in favour of the latter.
387

 Dede was a third generation Bosnian-born dervish, closely involved 

with the Janissary milieu. He belonged to an environment which sympathized with the 

elements responsible for the 1622 rebellion in Istanbul. In this environment, ethnic 

stereotyping played a role in the perception of the 1622 crisis as well as of the Ottoman 

politics in general. 

 

The Ottoman Empire comprised a vast territory with many peoples, religions and social 

groups. Just like elsewhere, there was a plethora of prejudices and stereotypical images 

amongst its subjects. Although the Ottomans usually did not write about their opinions on 

different ethnicities, but rather expressed themselves in terms of religious belonging, there is 

also evidence of ethnic stereotyping within the Empire, especially when it came to the non-

Sunni peoples. The Ottoman traveller Evliya Çelebi for instance considered the Kurds ‘crude, 

rebellious, and contentious and overly-concerned with points of honour’. Evliya also labeled 

Gypsies tyrannical, good-for-nothing, thieving and irreligious, and the Jews narrow-minded 

and fanatical.
 388

 The sewer-cleaning of Istanbul was reserved for the Armenians and they 

were considered dirty and smelly.
389

 Mustafa Ali considered all Anatolian peoples, the 

‘Turks’, uncouth and deprived of culture.
390

  

By the beginning of the seventeenth century, the Ottoman government and imperial 

institutions had also become associated with certain regions and ethnicities. The Ottoman 

dynasty relied on officials recruited to the high posts by means of the devşirme. These men 

were recruits of Christian origin who entered the Ottoman elite as members of the sultan's 

administrative bodies, Janissary soldiers, palace servants and state administrators (kul or kapı 

kulları, ‘slaves of the sultan’). A large number of these state officials were drawn from the 

Balkans in the course of the sixteenth and the seventeenth centuries. Later on, those from the 

western Anatolia and the Caucasus area were also admitted to the corps. Devşirme conscripts 

formed the educated elite and occupied the highest ranks in the Ottoman hierarchy. In this 
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way, the Ottoman dynasty and imperial institutions became closely tied to kul, which despite 

the spread of the practice to Anatolian and Caucasian Christian peoples, was for a great part 

associated with the province of Rumelia, the European parts of the Ottoman Empire. This 

was not necessarily to everybody’s satisfaction. Poet Veysi, for instance, in 1620’s lamented 

the predominance of Arnauts (Albanians) and Bosnians in power circles.
391

 Rumelian 

Ottomans, Bosnians and Albanians in particular, in turn saw themselves as crucial elements 

of Ottoman imperial identity. In the period between the mid-fifteenth and mid-seventeenth 

century, only five Grand Viziers were of a Turcoman origin, while forty-two were born 

Christians.
392

 These regions yielded famous Grand Viziers such as Bosnian Mehmed Pasha 

Sokollu or the Albanian Köprülü family. The fact that many Bosnians did indeed occupy 

prominent positions in society enhanced the idea of the privileged status of Bosnians within 

the Ottoman system. This idea can also be traced in the epic folk poetry of the Bosnian 

Muslims. Dede Ağa therefore belonged to a milieu the members of which saw themselves as 

pillars of the Ottoman state.
393

  

If the centralized Ottoman government and dynasty became associated with the 

European provinces of the Empire, different forms of dissent from central authority became 

associated with the eastern, border regions of the Empire populated by the Turcoman and 

Kurdish peoples of Anatolia, and the Arab lands. Unlike the kul, whose position in the 

Empire was directly dependent on the Porte, local governors in these regions felt rather 

independent of the government in Istanbul. The educated elite referred to all ‘easterners’ with 

an encompassing term Turk. This was a pejorative denomination that amongst the educated 

Ottomans meant being alien to the ruling class.
394

 Historian Peçevi and many others used 

another derogatory term for all Shiites, kızılbaşı (red hats) for all Iranian, Turcoman and 

Kurdish peoples of eastern Anatolia. That the elite considered their compatriots from Eastern 

regions different from themselves did not escape Western observers. The English traveller 

Smithe noted that the Turks did not appreciate being called that way, preferring the term 

Ottoman, as a sign of their esteem for the government and the dynasty. Smithe concluded that 

they are ashamed of their poor vagabond Scythian origin, commenting on the effort of 

Ottoman dynasty to distinguish themselves from other tribes: 
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(…) as if an alteration of condition had made them quite another Nation and they 

seem desirous to forget it [their Asiatic origin], and therefore never mention it 

themselves, and take it amiss and are very angry and look upon it as an affront, if any 

Christian call them by it.
395

 

Western contemporaries also expressed themselves about a distinction between two sorts of 

Turks, natural and renegade, disagreeing with each other which category is ‘more wicked’.
396

 

Nevertheless, in creating this distinction they also implied dichotomy between the Anatolian 

Turks and the Ottomans, observing the prejudice of the latter group over the former. The 

prejudice was apparently mutual. According to Rothman, in 1621 regulations of the Venetian 

Fondaco dei Turchi it was not sufficient to determine the identity of Ottoman merchants with 

the term Turchi. The merchants’ origin had to be further dichotomized into Bosnian and 

Albanian on the one side, and Asiatic (Anatolian) on the other. Anatolian merchants 

themselves insisted on this differentiation, as they found it impossible to share their living 

space with the (Ottoman) Greeks or Bosnians, and thereby run the risk of daily outbreaks of 

violence. Even in the Ottoman military these groups were sometimes kept separate to avoid 

disturbances.
397

 The mutual bias of European, Rumelian Ottoman and the Anatolians is also 

evident from the seventeenth-century sources from Ottoman Egypt, which differentiate 

between the Ottoman cultured elite, the Rumis, and the ‘Turks’ (etrak), unruly and 

uneducated low-class soldiers from Anatolia, whom the former regarded as foreigners 

(ecneb) in relation to themselves.
398

 That the Arab population considered both groups tyrants 

and barbarians, just like the central government regarded the Arab parts of the Empire 

(especially Egypt) with a generalized sentiment of superiority mixed with an apprehension of 

possible dissent as potentially dangerous rival centres of power, is another line of 

stereotyping within the Empire. 

The feeling on the part of the elite that they represented the legitimate structures that 

constitute the Ottoman state and identity played a role in the conflict between Osman II and 

his army. After the Polish campaign, Janissary and Sipahi leaders, who were the backbone of 

the kul, came to believe that the sultan and his confidantes intended to replace the 
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professional imperial army with forces recruited in the eastern provinces, the sekban.
399

 That 

implied that the sultan was about to marginalize the fundamental state institutions for the sake 

of armed forces without any pedigree. The transfer of the capital was also laden with 

emotion. For the Ottoman elite Istanbul was the centre of the world, and a symbol of Islamic 

urban culture. They considered the eastern, provincial capitals competitors of Istanbul as the 

physical centre of ‘Ottoman-ness’. Osman’s moving of the capital to Damascus, Cairo or 

Aleppo would therefore symbolically signify a turn in politics as well. Replacing Istanbul, 

which was the epicentre of the imperial activity, with a provincial capital would mean opting 

against Rumelia, just like the raising of an Anatolian army did. In a wider context, this 

dichotomy between the European, and the Anatolian face of the Empire remained an issue 

throughout the history of the Ottoman Empire and the Republic of Turkey. Baki Tezcan has 

pointed out that, contrary to the seventeenth-century Ottoman historiographers, who chiefly 

presented the events as a justified move of soldiers who stood up to the inexperienced and 

arrogant sultan, in the nineteenth and the twentieth century historiography the deposition is 

presented differently. In this period the crisis was presented as a major setback to the Turkish 

reform movement, and Osman as a brave anti-Ottoman and pro-Turkish reform-leader, a 

seventeenth-century Ataturk. The Ottoman dynasty was pictured as consisting of traitors of 

national (Turkish) concepts and ideals, and Osman with his plans to recruit new soldiers from 

Anatolia was seen as the pioneer of reform.
400

 Istanbul figures as the centre of the 

Europeanized and the corrupted, and the Turkish Anatolia as the bearer of national values. 

The interrelation of ethnic and political stereotyping is important for understanding 

Dede’s perspective on the crisis of 1622. Both the rumour of Anatolian conscription and the 

rumour of a new capital confirmed the sultan’s disruptive policies directed against the kul. He 

considered the move of the capital and the recruitment of the Anatolians to be parts of one 

and the same plan, a plan that boiled down to Osman’s betrayal of intrinsic Ottoman values. 

Osman was going to create new state institutions, and cancel the existing order that Dede’s 

patrons, ancestors and Dede himself were a part of. Dede Ağa understood that, at the point of 

the breaking out of the rebellion, the Ottoman state and life as he knew it were about to end. 
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He was therefore critical of those who supported Osman’s ‘eastern’ policy, for instance of 

Yusuf Ağa: 

For army listings the old Yusuf Ağa  

Was appointed, a notorious traitor. 

He belonged to Kızlar ağası’s men, 

One of those who belong to axmen. It is a double-dealer, 

He was allegedly the Black Aga’s
401

 guiding light  

But a light from a lamp that lacks oil. 

He became a Turcoman leader. 

He enlisted numerous units 

And furthermore two or three thousand cavalrymen. 

More palace keepers than cavalry 

And the Turcomans walked alongside with him. 

Supposedly it was all ordered by Sultan Osman.
402

 

 

Another piece of evidence in support of such ‘imagological’ reading of Dede’s text comes 

from other two poets from the Balkans, Mrnavić and Gundulić, who made more explicit 

remarks about the self-image of Bosnian Ottomans in their Osmans. Both Croatian poets 

referred to the tension between the kul and the Eastern border, and the Janissaries’ feeling of 

betrayal with the sultan’s plans. In canto XVIII of Gundulić’s Osman for instance, Davud 

Pasha in his speech gives the army the final incentive to reach for their arms, appealing to 

their bitterness with the potential institutionalization of the sekban as the imperial army:  

And when it has thus perished, [the old army by the hand of Osman] 

Its illustrious place will be taken 

By black Arabs, the thieves 

And bandits
403

 of the East –  

 

Them will he make Janissaries 

And the position of Spahoglans awaits 

Persian frontier guards 
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Sve mu je to navodno bio naredio sultan Osman.’ Dede Ağa, Historija, vss. 662-673.  
403

 Gundulić here uses the word ‘pirate’ (gusar). 
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And lechers from Derbek.
404

 

 

The ‘illustrious’ place of the Janissaries points to the contemporary perception that the kul 

enjoyed great social prestige. Croatian texts also indicate that, in this perception, Balkan 

ethnicities formed the backbone of the kul. Both Croatian poets were careful to mention the 

ethnicity of different Ottoman protagonists, indicating that, in the Balkans of the 1620s, 

ethnicity did matter. They were especially interested in Ottomans of Balkan origin. Karakaş 

Pasha, born in Herzegovina, is an example of heroism during Osman’s Polish campaign in 

Osmanschica. Also, Mrnavić warned in his memorandum of 1627 to the Pope that Bosnia 

and Albania are the cradle of the sultan’s best armies.
405

 In Gundulić’s Osman, Ali Aga is 

Herzegovian, Mustafa’s mother is a Vlah, and Daut Pasha Croatian. Since none of these 

characters are depicted in a positive light, this can indicate a negative attitude towards the 

Balkan converts in the Ottoman establishment.
406

 Mrnavić possibly shared this point, as the 

evil Rizvan in Osmanschica is of Bosnian origin, and one of the motives of his scheme 

against Osman is his hope that ‘the Bosnian dynasty’ would replace the Ottomans in the 

Empire’s throne. (II, p.79). Devşirme was the source of one of the most common Turkish 

stereotypes in the Balkans, that of the Violator. Croatian authors found it particularly evil that 

the Ottomans forced Christian youths to become the enemies of their own native regions, 

stereotypically presenting native Christian communities victims of Ottoman aggression. In 

the light of the criticism of devşirme, Osman’s death in Gundulić’s epic obtains a connotation 

of the satisfied justice: it were the forced Chritians recruits who put an end to the sultan’s life 

(XX, vss. 453-460).  

Interestingly, Mrnavić and Gundulić also feature in their texts characters who criticize 

the corruption in the Janissary ethos. In Osmanschica, Ali and Sefer, two Istanbulites, (II, 

p.75) complain of Osman, who, according to them, hates the people of Istanbul: 

Because they are neither Turks nor Christians,  

Those who forgot their dissent and the laws. 

 

Mrnavić also indicated that, from Osman’s perspective, Istanbulites abandoned the true 

Muslim identity: 

                                                           

404
 Gundulić, Osman, XVIII, vss. 121–136. Derbek- city of Dyarbekir in Mesopotamia.  

405
 ‘Kad bi Turčin izgubio Bosnu i Albaniju, kolijevku svojih najboljih vojski, izgubio bi ne samo sredstvo 

kojim je mučio cara u Ugarskoj, nego bi mu se na taj način prepriječio i izlaz na Jadransko more.’ Quoted after 

Blažević, Ilirizam prije ilirizma, 227. 
406

 Dukić, Sultanova djeca, 107. 
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There Muslims drink wine, 

And like brothers feast and trade with the Christians, 

While Demisia holds the true faith, 

That neither Celalis not Giaours
407

 can corrupt.
408

  

 

Gundulić in his Osman also indicated a shift in the Janissary ethos. The original concept of 

the Janissary corps in the classical age was that their sole loyalty would be dedicated to the 

sultan, since they were devşirme–recruited slaves with no right to inherit lands and 

possessions from their predecessors. This had changed over time. Dede’s own ancestors were 

Janissaries who seemed to have passed their posts from generation to generation, as Dede 

occupied the same post of the dizdar of Dobor as his father and grandfather.  By the end of 

the sixteenth century, the army gained a number of privileges such as pension stipends and 

the possibility to run their own businesses. It became ‘a hub for financial entrepreneurs 

whose main interest lay in monetary activities rather than military ones’.
409

 European 

observers took note of this development. English ambassador Roe for instance noticed that 

the soldiers were married contrary to their institution, that they became fathers of families 

and entered into trades, ‘recieveing in warre nothing more than in peace’, and that they are 

not easily ‘drawne from their owne chimneies’.
410

 In this new system of relations waging war 

was becoming a costly and unpopular hindrance to trade. Gundulić fictionalized this shift as 

the general moral corruption of the military lords in terms of fallen Christian knighthood, but 

also allowed for Osman’s reform to be a corrective political move. Dede, however, never 

mentioned this type of arguments, presenting the old establishment as safeguards of 

traditional Ottoman values. The dichotomy of the self-image of the Bosnian Muslim 

population as the pillar of Ottoman culture, and their image in the eyes of their Balkan 

neighbours, present another example of the contextualized moral colouring of a same 

commonplace. The principle of evoking a same commonplace but giving it a different 

reading is particularly striking on a short geographical distance, between the neighbouring 

peoples.  

 

                                                           

407
 Celali (dissenting Muslims) and gâvur (the infidels, mostly Christians) are here seen as forms of dissent from 

the central authority. 
408

 ‘Gdi se Buslomani vinom opoyuyu, 

Bratinski s’Karstyani targuyu, piruyu. 

A’da Demisia pravu viru hrani, 

Ku ni Xelalia ni yeur ne sqvarni.’ Mrnavić, Osmanschica, II, p.75. 
409

 Tezcan, Searching for Osman, 256.  
410

 A True and Faithful Relation, fol c. 
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Despite his sharp criticism of Osman and his moves, Dede Ağa was probably not entirely at 

peace with the murder or the young sultan. If the deposition of a ruling sultan was justifiable, 

a regicide was more difficult to defend. Nobody was willing to take the blame for the first 

regicide in Ottoman history. Those who defended the causes for the rebellion avoided taking 

responsibility for Osman’s death. The blame for the latter was laid on Davud Pasha, the one 

who issued the order for Osman’s strangulation, whom the rebels themselves later on 

executed. The confusion in the rebels’ camp did not go unobserved by contemporaries. 

Pacifique de Provin and Sir Thomas Roe both noted that the regicide was a consequence of 

mass violence getting out of hand; after the initial riots had calmed down, the Janissaries 

‘mourned for their dead King’.
411

 According to the Dutch ambassador Cornelis Haga, the 

whole city was weeping for Osman.
412

 The feeling that things had gotten out of hand in 

Istanbul was also present among the Ottomans, and could be the reason why Dede, despite 

having criticized Osman throughout his text, at one point takes a seemingly contradictory 

attitude towards Osman, praying for his soul after his death, and calling what had befallen 

him a ‘tragedy’ (vs. 485), and exclaiming:  

Health to the living, and the grace of God to the dead! 

That is what the people ask from God. 

May the Lord cheer up his soul. 

I was receiving my salary from that sultan. 

What I want from God 

Is to give a part of my prayer to his soul. 

And whoever says amen to this prayer of mine 

Let the Lord give him a place in heaven. 

May Fatiha
413

 be read for sultan Osman’s soul.
414

 

 

Whatever political arguments may have justified the army’s moves, the first murder of a 

ruling sultan in Ottoman history nevertheless undermined the traditional Ottoman values, 

                                                           

411
 A True and Faithful Relation, fol. B4r, Provin, Lettre, p. 25. 

412
 In Waerachtich Verhael (1622), fol. B1r . 

413
 Sura Al-Fatiha is the first chapter of the Qur'an. 

414
 ‘Preživjelim zdravljem, a umrlim Božja milost! 

To od Boga traži cio narod. 

Neka mu Svevišnji dušu razveseli. 

Primao sam plaću tog sultana. 

Od Boga uvijek želim 

da mu duši pripadne dio moje molitve. 

I tkogod ovoj mojoj molitvi rekne: Amin, 

neka mu Svevišnji dadne mjesto u raju. 

Sultan-Osmanovoj duši 

Prouči draga srca Fatihu.’ Dede Ağa, Historija, vss. 929-938.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sura
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chapter_(books)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qur%27an
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exactly those that the army thought they were defending. After Osman had been buried, life 

moved on, but his destiny kept inspiring reflections on youth, politics and justice. Osman’s 

portrait stands out in the visual representations of Ottoman sultans as the only bare face 

amongst his bearded cousins. A beard metaphorically representing wisdom, young Osman’s 

bare cheeks still raise the question whether it was wisdom that he lacked, of perhaps just luck.  

 

Conclusion 

Dede’s chronicle and his presentation of the political conflict in the Ottoman state top in 1622 

can be interpreted in two ways. On the one hand it could have been a vocalization of the shift 

of the poet’s allegiance from the old sultan to the new one.
 
On the other hand, Dede’s account 

can be read as a defence of the principles that guided the 1622 rebellion.  

Dede Ağa’s poetry reveals his belief in the set of traditional Ottoman values. He was 

eager to present himself as a good Muslim and a good Ottoman, and expressing his loyalty to 

the sultan was an inextricable part of that. However, Osman’s ‘injustice’ threatened to turn 

about the world of the local Ottoman elite that Dede was close to. The trigger of the rebellion 

in Dede’s interpretation was the resentment on the part of the ruling Ottoman classes for the 

sultan’s dismissal of the sum of Ottoman institutions: its army, capital, treasuries, symbols, 

heritage and laws. Dede evoked the commonplaces about the good rule and divine agency in 

human history from the Ottoman traditions, which resemble those used in the West. His 

presentation of the totality of Osman’s wrongdoings served as a strategy to present Osman as 

being in binary opposition to his rivals, the imperial army and ulema, and their royal delegate, 

Mustafa, whose character Dede accordingly glorified and sanctified. 

By presenting the dead sultan as a culprit on all these fronts, Dede advocated the old 

system. By presenting Osman as a rebel, and the army as defenders of the old order, Dede did 

not only dismiss the soldiers’ potential guilt for the rebellion and the subsequent regicide, but 

also he defended what he saw as fundamental part of the Ottoman identity. This identity was 

inextricably tied to the existing regime in which the Bosnians saw themselves as its pillars. 

Just like the Catholic authors, Dede placed his account of Osman’s end in the context of a 

clash of political and ethnic identities, but the line separating these entities did not coincide 

with the line of religious division. The link between the crisis of 1622 and this ideological 

dichotomy is present in Croatian texts as well, but not in those from the Low Countries. The 
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idea that some of the most ‘Ottoman’ of Ottomans were Christian converts of their own 

‘blood’, found more resonance in the texts from the Balkans than in the West.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


